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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
CRANE STANDARD LIFT PLAN
For use of this form, see EM 385-1-1; the proponent agency is CESO.
PURPOSE:  This form facilitates the requirement for all crane operations to have a Standard Lift Plan by providing a process to capture the written 
                     information and/or instruction used in support of planning a standard load handling activity.         
Use of this form applies to cranes, derricks, hoists, and power-operated equipment that can be used to hoist, lower and/or horizontally move a suspended load (includes excavators, forklifts, rough terrain equipment, etc., when used with rigging).	
LOAD HANDLING EQUIPMENT CRANE CONSIDERATIONS
Items
1.  Are lifts within the crane's rated capacity? (e.g., based on boom height, radius)         
Yes
No
N/A
2.  Has the team considered boom deflection? 
3.  Has team identified all potential crane boom obstructions?  
4.  Have environmental considerations been addresses? (wind, weather, lightening)
5.  Has the team addressed electrical hazards? (overhead/underground)
a.  Are clearance distances established?	
b.  Is a spotter required?
c.  Is a public utility contact required?
6.  Has the team barricaded the swing radius and have personnel been advised of hazards? 
LOAD CONSIDERATIONS
Items
1.  Have weights and Center of Gravity (COG) been determined?
Yes
No
N/A
2.  Can anything inside / outside the loads shift during the lift? 
3.  Does rigging need protection from the loads?	
4.  Has the team removed all applicable anchor bolts, hold downs, or fasteners?	
5.  Is there a potential for binding? (Are load cells required to verify the loads are free?)
6.  Are attachment points rated to take load weight?
7.  Are the loads structurally capable of being lifted? (bending & twisting issues)
8.  Is a critical lift plan required per Chapter 16-7, minimum plan requirements?
RIGGING CONSIDERATIONS
Items
1.  Has the rigger inspected all the rigging?
Yes
No
N/A
2.  Has the rigger calculated all sling angles? 
3.  Are shackles correctly sized for the sling eyes?	
4.  Are softeners needed? 
PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS
Items
1.  Are all personnel qualified for assigned tasks according to OSHA and EM 385-1-1? 
     (Operator, Lift Director, Rigger, Signal Person)
Yes
No
N/A
2.  Has the employer defined the roles and responsibilities for all involved? 
     (Operator, Lift Director, Rigger, Signal Person)
3.  Will the team conduct a pre-lift meeting prior to conducting LHE operations? 	
AREA PREPARATION
Items
1.  Has the team determined and prepared the locations for the load landing?
Yes
No
N/A
2.  Are blocking and/or cribbing available to set loads on? 	
3.  Have travel paths been determined and cordoned off?
4.  Has the team notified other personnel in the area of the lift?
5.  Has the team addressed ground bearing support?
TEAM SIGNATURES
Crane Operator
Rigger
Signal Person
Other
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